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Filecats Professional is a reliable and simple to handle
software solution which aims to offer you an alternative
method of searching through your computer folders, by

enabling you to generate a thorough list of all their
contents and export it to an Excel file. Accessible and
intuitive usage Once the setup is complete, you will be
able to find the application in your shell menu, allowing

you to get started with it just by right-clicking the
targeted directory and selecting Filecats Professional.
Nonetheless, the utility features its own user interface,

the main window letting you configure the output
options, specifically the metadata to be included in your

Excel document. However, bear in mind that having
Microsoft Excel installed in your PC in essential for its
correct functioning. Effortlessly list the items in your
folders to an XLS spreadsheet Filecats Professional
provides a fairly comprehensive preferences panel,
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enabling you to pick the information you want to be
inserted in the output file, for instance ‘Standard

Metadata’, which includes dates, authors, categories or
tags, ‘Microsoft Office Documents’ (with common or less
common details). Similarly, you can grab ‘Image Data’,
such as common photo metadata or GPS information, if

available, ‘Media Metadata’ (audio, video or recorded TV)
and ‘Outlook Metadata’ (email, calendar, contact, task,
journal, body, or others). Once you have configured the

output conditions, you can click on the ‘Start’ button and
within moments, Filecats Professional will export the
Excel file, prompting you to save it under a preferred

name. The results window also informs you of the
number of objects that were processed, the total amount
of time it took and the number of items per second that

were examined. A comprehensive instrument for
cataloging folder contents All in all, Filecats Professional
proves to be a handy and efficient program that you can

rely on for creating detailed inventories of your
directories’ contents, saving you valuable time and effort
by helping you easily find and work with the documents

you need from your PC. MetaFinder is an advanced
search program designed to simplify the process of

finding files or folders on your computer, by giving you
results sorted by metadata, like: date created, date

modified, size, file type, content type, name, extensions,
tags, categories, color, etc. It works with pretty much any
type of file or directory, making it a great tool for finding

files you

Filecats Professional License Key Full
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- Compatible with MS Excel 2003, 2007 and 2010 -
Import/Export to/from XLS - Search by date, authors and

categories - Import/Export to/from PDF - Image meta-
data and metadata - File size by WinDirStat - Supports

multiple images per folder - Download WinDirStat to find
hidden files - Multi-Language UI - Extract text from

documents - Shortcuts to open files - Excluded files -
Most Common Files - Filter by file extension - Delimited
and regex-able search - Strong encryption - SMS, Phone,

or e-Mail notifications - Many, many more... Directory
Crawler is a feature-rich, stand-alone program that helps

you to search your entire hard drive or network for
hidden or overlooked files, folders and contents, and also

to locate, tag and archive them. The utility provides
powerful searching tools for vast amounts of data and

you can browse through your files or entire drive quickly
and easily. Very handy if you have lots of files and want
to save time in finding them. Directory Crawler is based
on the same technology as Norton Duplicate File Cleaner
and Deluxe Searcher. We have redesigned the GUI and
improved the technology to offer a clean, modern user

experience. Search your documents and files quickly and
easily Directory Crawler is a great search tool. It can

quickly search through your computer files and folders
and find any possible matches. Its time-saving and
reliable. You can select your search criteria, such as
date/time of creation, whether to search hidden files,

files or archives or where to search. Find any items with
a single click It can search through any number of folders

and sub-folders and show you the files, folders or
archives with the matching search criteria in detail. All
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you have to do is a single click on any item and you can
view all the matching files, folders or archives. Easy

batch operations You can batch search multiple
directories, and all the files, folders or archives will be

found. In the "advanced" view, you can set a priority to
sort the results, so they will be found in the order you

choose. You can also create text-filters, so you can
quickly search for certain phrases and words in

documents. Unique multi-stage search processing
Directory Crawler is the only application that can find
matching files and folders, as well as archiving related

files into archives b7e8fdf5c8
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Search through all of your folders and file contents!
Filecats Professional, our new file search solution, is a
cross-platform (Windows and Mac OS X) that searches for
all file types (docx, xlsx, pptx, etc.) and saves search
results to Excel and HTML formats. Key features: ➜
Search the content of folders and files, within minutes ➜
Search complete texts of any file ➜ Create document and
print directly from Filecats ➜ Sort by number of times or
count the number of files ➜ Option to extract metadata
from Adobe PDF documents ➜ Simple! Just type a query
and Filecats searches. ➜ Search results are presented in
an easy-to-read format ➜ Search contents of files or
entire folders ➜ Sort results based on the date, author,
size or type ➜ Customized search (limit by metadata,
location) ➜ Save the search results to Excel ➜ Export
results to other applications, including PDF ➜ Create
custom search rules and use the most convenient
characters for querying (wildcards, regular expressions,
etc.) ➜ Search Files or Entire Folders! ➜ All search results
are saved in the specified location or directly into a new
document. ➜ No special knowledge is needed for using
this software! Every search result includes additional
information, such as title, creator, size, modification
date, keywords, date of last access, and more. ➜ Also
included is the possibility to export Filecats results into
PDF format, which includes all metadata. ➜ Customize
the search and sort results by many settings ➜ All items
of the search result list are highlighted ➜ Sort by Number
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of Times, Number of Files, Date of last access, Creator,
Name and more. ➜ Save the search results to a specified
location or directly into a new document ➜ Save search
results as well as results of the standard sort ➜
Supported files type: *.doc, *.xls, *.ppt, *.txt ➜ Save the
search results directly into a new document ➜ Export
search results to PDF ➜ Sort the search results by the
most convenient method: by Name, Author, Creation
Date, Size, Type, Tags and more ➜ Search directly from

What's New in the?

A simple and intuitive interface to file and folder
cataloging, to export files to a spreadsheet. Quickly and
easily scan and catalog files and folders. Export to
Microsoft Excel and other compatible spreadsheet files.
Key features include: Collect and organize files and
folders from your computer. Create a database of your
files and folders that can be easily searched. Easy to
scan, organize, and search all files and folders on your
computer. Quickly and easily scan and catalog files and
folders. Organize files and folders by date, type, authors,
size and other attributes. Get an instant, detailed file and
folder listings. Quickly and easily scan and catalog all the
files and folders on your computer. Get an instant,
detailed file and folder listings. Exports files to Excel
spreadsheets. Insert data from images, audio, video and
other media files. Create a detailed computer or network
inventory of files and folders on your computer, creating
a database of your files and folders that can be easily
searched. What is new in official Filecats Professional 1.2
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software version? - Support for macOS Sierra. - Fix for
errors related to Filecats Professional. - Fix for an issue
where the program would stop running after pressing OK
if you skip the Name box in the preferences window. -
Configuration wizard to be start automatically. New
Levels of Detail, read more: Can I get a full refund if I am
not satisfied with Filecats Professional? A 30-day free
update time is provided for registered users. If you need
to update your copy, there is a registration process and
activation with the Pro version key. You can free update
your copy and continue the experience. Can I install the
software on multiple machines at once? You can install
the program on multiple machines at once. Please see
the "Help" section in the program for detailed
instructions. However, due to licensing terms, we cannot
transfer the license. You can use the free trial version to
test. You will find this in the "Help" section in the
program. You can uninstall the program or install it on
another machine later. You can install it on more than
one computer, but not transfer the license. Can I use a
discount coupon code with Filecats Professional? We are
not affiliated with the discount coupons of third parties. If
you think you have the same promotion code as Filecats
Professional, please contact directly the company with
the discount coupon. What about the future support?
After your purchase, the license key is under your name.
It
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System Requirements:

DirectX 11 Windows 7+ Current Version: 1.11 Current
Release Date: 04/17/20 Thank you for your patience!
Citizens, Hello! Over the last few weeks, we have been
extremely busy (and a bit under the weather) finalizing
the 1.10 update, which is currently in testing. While the
majority of our team is focused on this new update, some
of us have begun to do the final testing and bug-fixing on
our previous update for you
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